Nuclear events during early chondrogenesis: phosphorylation of the precartilage 35.5-kDa domain-specific chromatin protein and its regulation by cyclic AMP.
During chondrogenesis in vivo and in vitro, a family of nonhistone proteins (Mr 35,500), designated PCP 35.5, is lost from the nuclei of precartilage mesenchyme cells. A basic subcomponent of this family, designated PCP 35.5b, is phosphorylated during the first few hours of chondrogenesis in vitro by a phosphorylating system whose activity is enhanced 12- to 15-fold by exposure of differentiating precartilage cells to dibutyryl cyclic AMP. This phosphorylating system is present in isolated precartilage cell nuclei, where it retains its dependence on cyclic AMP and its specificity for PCP 35.5b. Assays for nuclear cyclic AMP inhibitable protein phosphatase activity capable of dephosphorylating PCP 35.5b were negative, indicating that the system responsible for phosphorylating this protein is a cyclic AMP-dependent protein kinase. Chromatin fractionation studies indicate that PCP 35.5b is localized at sites previously shown to be closely associated with DNase I-sensitive domains of precartilage cell chromatin. These studies define PCP 35.5b as a strategically located component of precartilage cell chromatin which is the major or sole chromatin target of cyclic AMP-dependent phosphorylation during chondrogenesis. This chromatin modification occurs prior to overt cartilage differentiation and may therefore play a regulatory role in the acquisition of the cartilage cell phenotype.